iNtegrate2 Workday Project Testing and Training Timeline
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NSHE’s Workday configuration is tested thoroughly, over and over again. It’s a complex undertaking involving multiple phases and the painstakingly
purposeful introduction of factors that will affect Workday’s everyday operation. And because Workday is so customizable, NSHE tests it with realworld situations, known as ‘scenarios.’ This rigorous level of testing helps ensure that Workday will work the same way for everyone at every
institution, and that it will deliver consistent, error-free results.
August to November 2016

March to May 2017

Unit Testing: Tests that a set of pre-created steps used to accomplish a
given task returns the expected result.

End-to-End Testing: Verifies that the whole Workday configuration is
functioning as expected without errors in data or calculations. It also
tests all integrations and customized reporting as well. Once the entire
system is verified to reflect how NSHE will use it, customized training
materials can be developed.

November 2016 to February 2017

System Testing: Examines how information flows through the entire
Workday system in P2, from single-step processes out to all of the
interconnected functions that handle data at every click. It also tests
any third-party integrations that are ready for accuracy.
February and May 2017

Lessons Learned: The Project reviews previous testing protocols and
outcomes to refine the administration of future testing phases.

June to August 2017

User Acceptance Testing (UAT): Tests the effectiveness of training
materials and how well Workday meets the everyday and long term
needs of NSHE institutions and workers.
August to October 2017, and Beyond

End User Training: iNtegrate 2 and the institutions begin Workday
training customized especially for NSHE communities.

